
Iwata'scorrectionin Equation 3 may prove useful,especially
for the right ventricle and the tight bolus, when rapid changes
in indicator concentration occur.

Finally,Iwatasimulatedc(t)bythe gamma-variatefunction
fitted to end-systolic first-pass points. Alternatively, one may
use the cycle-averaged sampled curve, which requires acquir
ing the data in the list mode, allowing for multiple reformati
zations.Therefore,the curvesampledin accordancewith the
heart rate is directly proportional to indicator concentration,
there is no referring to any particular model, even multimodal
bolus is allowed, and recirculation need not be distinguished
from the first-passdata.
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REPLY: I think that the perfect mixing in the indicator

within the right ventricle will not occur for the short period
betweendiastole,ed, to the succeedingsystole,es, in the case
ofthe tightbolusin the first-passmethodand rapidchangein
the indicator concentration.

I showedhow the imperfectmixing influencedthe deter
mination of right ventricular ejection fraction, and that the
influence could be attenuated by using Equation 3 in the
Eterovic letter, when the spatially averaged concentration c(t)
in the right ventricle at time t was given. However, in the
presentstage,c(t) is unknown. I assumedthat c(t) was repre
sented by the gamme-variate function fitted to end-systolic
first-pass points. Naturally, the possibility exists that other
estimations ofc(t), better than my own, are found. Ifany, the
error in my correction will be caused from the estimation of
c(t). Namely, if the indicator is well mixed with turbulent
blood flow in right ventricleduring the ejection phases, the
modification of my estimation of c(t) or c(ed)/c(es) in Equa
tion 3 will be needed. However, at least in my phantom
experiments, ejection fraction after my correction agreed well
with the knownphantom ejectionfraction.
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Splenic Dynamics of Indium-i i i-Labeled
Platelets in Idiopathic Thrombocytopenic
Purpura (ITP)

TO THE EDflOR In a recent paper by SyijalÃ¤ et al. (1)

on platelet kinetics in idiopathic thrombocytopenic pur
pura (ITP), the authors concluded that the closed two-corn
partmental model frequently put forward to represent platelet

exchangebetweenbloodand the splenicplateletpool wasnot
valid for short-lived platelets.

Their data, however, do not in any way invalidate the two
compartmental model. It is widely accepted that this model is
onlyconsideredto beeffectivelyâ€œclosedâ€•forplateletlifespans
measurable in days rather than hours, but that a â€œrunoffâ€•
component(due to plateletdestruction)becomesincreasingly
significantas the mean lifespan becomesshorter. Heat dam
aged red blood cells, for example,provide a specialcase for
this model in which about half the cells entering the spleen
on each pass fail to get out again whilethe other half transit
the spleenwith a mean time of â€˜â€”15mm (2,3). SyijalÃ¤et al.
(1) make no reference in their paper to this â€œdestructionâ€•rate
constant and imply that the two exponentials seen on the
splenic uptake curve represent two separate pooling compart
mentswithdifferentequilibriumtime courses,similarlyto red
cells in splenomegaly (4). It would be expected from this
implication,i.e., that the true modelhas three compartments,
that the blood-poolcurve should also be bi-exponential.The
fact that there was no correlation between the exponential
componentsof the blood-poolcurve and those of the splenic
uptake curve is meaningless.

Fitting a bi-exponential function to splenic platelet uptake
curves of a duration of only 40 mm is of questionable relia
bility because of the uncertainty that a plateau value (i.e.,
equilibrium) has been reached. The illustrated examples in
their paper could have been fitted with a single exponential
approachingan asymptote, as would be the case for a two
compartmental model with insignificant â€œrunoffâ€•It would be
interesting to know if a bi-exponential fit was significantly
better than a monoexponentialfit in all the cases that they
describeas bi-exponential.We took their illustratedexample
and indeed showed no significant difference between the
respective standard errors of monoexponential (plus asymp
totic constant)and bi-exponentialfits.

Finally, there is no reason why deconvolution analysis
appliedto the spleenshouldbe invalidatedwhen plateletsare
being taken up or exchanging at sites in addition to the spleen.
It wasfor the veryreasonthat suchadditionalsiteswerelikely
with short lived platelets that we applied a deconvolution
analysis in patients with reduced platelet survivals in order to
measuremean platelet transit time through the spleen (5,6).
Indeed, in patients with very short platelet survivals,we ob
served splenic retention functions that were monoexponential
and approached an asymptote that we interpreted as repre
sentingthe fractionofincomingplateletsthat wereirreversibly
removedin the spleen.The rawsplenicuptakecurvesin such
cases have precisely the bi-exponential appearance that Syijala
et al. (1) describedin their paper.
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